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WOLVES
NECK

short and long sleeve optionsŸ
Micromesh, Interlock 170 or Polytech fabricŸ
players fitŸ

Pattern 1874 - mens adult short sleeve sizes XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1875 - mens youth short sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y 
Pattern 1896 - mens adult long sleeve sizes XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1897 - mens youth long sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y 

Wolves neck jersey
set in sleeve

short and long sleeve optionsŸ
Micromesh, Interlock 170 or Polytech fabricŸ
players fitŸ

Pattern 1888 - mens adult short sleeve sizes  XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1889 - mens youth short sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y 
Pattern 1898 - mens adult long sleeve sizes XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1899 - mens youth long sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y

Wolves neck jersey
raglan sleeve
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SPURS 
NECK

short and long sleeve optionsŸ
Micromesh,  Interlock 170 or Polytech fabricŸ
players fitŸ

Pattern 1866 - mens adult short sleeve sizes XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1878 - mens youth short sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y 
Pattern 1892 - mens adult long sleeve sizes XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1893 - mens youth long sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y 

Spurs neck jersey
set in sleeve

short and long sleeve optionsŸ
Micromesh,  Interlock 170 or Polytech fabricŸ
players fitŸ

Pattern 1886 - mens adult short sleeve sizes XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1887 - mens youth short sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y 
Pattern 1894 - mens adult long sleeve sizes XS - 5XL 
Pattern 1895 - mens youth long sleeve sizes 4Y - 16Y 

Spurs neck jersey
raglan sleeve
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GOALIE 
JERSEY

SOCCER
SHORTS

Spurs necklineŸ
long sleeve with padding at elbow for protectionŸ
Micromesh or Interlock 170  fabricŸ
players fitŸ

Pattern 3023 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 3024 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Goalie jersey

elastic waist with drawstringŸ
modern fitŸ
Micromesh or Interlock 250  fabricŸ

Pattern 620 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 770 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Mens soccer shorts
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V-NECK
SHIRT

SOCCER 
SHORTS

elastic waist with drawstringŸ
side panels with pipingŸ
modern fitŸ
Micromesh or Interlock 250 fabricŸ

Pattern 3408 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24
Pattern 3409 - ladies youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Ladies soccer shorts

V necklineŸ
raglan short sleevesŸ
Micromesh or Interlock 170 fabricŸ
standard fitŸ

Pattern 3254 - ladies adult sizes 8 - 24
Pattern 3255 - ladies youth sizes 4Y - 16Y
Pattern 3440 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 3441 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

V-neck soccer t-shirt
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Studio designs - Soccer

Albion Isseka Campania

Darkan Queenton Falcon

Garran Hopeland Baden

Jabuk Eden Razorback

We've made it easy for 
you. Choose a soccer 
studio design, then hop on 
over to our web-based 
design facility to fully 
customise with your own 
colours, logos, names and 
numbers. Unlimited use of 
colours and graphics allows 
you endless design 
options. 
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Meringo Northmead Orana

Parwan Pioneer Speed

Tieri Stratton Truro

Ubobo Vittoria Wonga

Create a design of 
your own

If you don't see exactly 
what you want here, you 
also have the freedom to 
create a truly unique design 
with unlimited colours and 
graphics. Talk to us about 
our design service.
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Polytek
A soft and smooth, light-
medium weight fabric that 
provides breathability and 
exceptional comfort for 
corporate and polo shirts. 

158gsmŸ
100% polyesterŸ
ideal for polo shirts & Ÿ
jerseys �

Interlock 170
This shiny, soft, silky fabric 
specially knitted for 
sublimation is both 
comfortable and robust.

�250gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�excellent for high Ÿ
resolution images & rich 
colours
�ideal for jerseys, shorts Ÿ
and sub jackets

Individual Number Fonts

Standard soccer numbering
Below are some examples of fonts used in soccer garments. As a standard soccer numbers appear on the 
back only.

Soccer standard adult size =  254mm (10 inch)
Soccer standard youth size = 200mm (8 inch)

*This is the standard font used on all soccer 
 garments if a specific font is not requested

Soccer fabrics

Micromesh
An advanced lightweight 
mesh knit fabric built for 
optimal moisture transfer, 
fast drying and good sun 
protection. 

�120gsm and 165gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�hydrophilic treatmentŸ
�Ideal for polo shirts, v-Ÿ
neck shirts, t-shirts and 
singlets
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